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Topic Warning  

 

Please be advised that the contents of this background guide and, subsequently, this 

committee may discuss/contain references to racism.  

MSUMUN Statement on Mental Health 

 

Michigan State University Model United Nations (MSUMUN), the holding company of 

Red Cedar Model United Nations (RCMUN), is committed to fostering a safe and secure 

environment for all delegates, staff, and advisors. In this, MSUMUN operates with a zero-

tolerance policy with regard to any and all instances of harassment and discrimination. Further, 

MSUMUN is committed to promoting the mental health of its participants and requires all 

participants to act with compassion, grace, and understanding. MSUMUN encourages 

participants to step out of their committee room and/or speak with a trusted individual if they are 

feeling overwhelmed or are otherwise uncomfortable.  

Moreover, MSUMUN recognizes that some of its committees may include references to 

or discussions of sensitive topics. While MSUMUN values the discussion and awareness of these 

topics and a delegate’s obligation to accurately represent their assigned role, all participants who 

engage in any bigoted, racist, sexist, homophobic, ableist, or other such comments or sentiments 

will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action at the discretion of MSUMUN’s Secretariat. 

Additionally, in all things, MSUMUN pledges its Secretariat and staff to maintain 

approachability and inclusivity; if any participant has any questions, comments, or concerns they 

are encouraged to contact MSUMUN’s Secretariat or, in the case of delegates, its staff.  

All participants should be aware that MSUMUN’s Secretariat and staff are designated 

mandatory reporters with MSU’s Office of Institutional Equity while operating within their roles 

before and during the conference. 
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MSU Provisional Land Acknowledgement 

“We collectively acknowledge that Michigan State University occupies the ancestral, 

traditional, and contemporary Lands of the Anishinaabeg – Three Fires Confederacy of Ojibwe, 

Odawa, and Potawatomi peoples. In particular, the University resides on Land ceded in the 1819 

Treaty of Saginaw. We recognize, support, and advocate for the sovereignty of Michigan’s 

twelve federally recognized Indian nations, for historic Indigenous communities in Michigan, for 

Indigenous individuals and communities who live here now, and for those who were forcibly 

removed from their Homelands. By offering this Land Acknowledgement, we affirm Indigenous 

sovereignty and will work to hold Michigan State University more accountable to the needs of 

American Indian and Indigenous peoples.” 

Rules of Procedure  

Article I: General Rules 

1. Delegates are expected to adhere to all regular RCMUN XII rules and standards of 

decorum. 

2. In the event of a dispute over the Rules of Procedure, either those of RCMUN generally 

or Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 1998, the RCMUN Secretariat 

will be the ultimate authority of appeal. 

 

Article II: Meetings 

1. All of Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 1998’s meetings shall be 

attended by all specified members of the committee, unless otherwise authorized by the 

RCMUN Secretariat. 
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2. Unless otherwise indicated by the RCMUN Secretariat or Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: 

Disney Board of Executives 1998 staff, all meetings of the committee will be held in the 

specified Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 1998 room as 

designated by RCMUN. 

Article III: Agenda 

1. Items for debate may be pulled from the background guide but are not limited to what is 

explicitly mentioned. Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 1998 staff 

would like to see well-rounded and well-researched delegates bring new and relevant 

topics to the table. 

2. Any Committee member may make a motion to restrict debate to one topic. If this motion 

passes, debate shall be limited to the topic specified until such time as another motion is 

made to either change the topic under consideration or return to general debate. 

3. The Agenda is to be set at the beginning of committee, formal debate on committee 

topics may not begin until the Agenda has been set.  

4. A Speaker’s List may be opened at any time when motions are being entertained. 

Additionally, a delegate may request to be added to the Speaker’s List at any time. If the 

Chair is not actively calling for speakers to be added, a delegate may send a note to the 

dai. 

Article IV: Conduct of Business 

1. The proceedings of Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 1998 shall be 

conducted in the form of a permanent Moderated Caucus until such a time that a 

committee member makes a motion to change this.  
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 Article V: Types of Proposals 

1. Working Papers: When initially proposing solutions, delegates must first draft and 

present working papers to the committee. These documents will not be subject to a vote 

by committee but are merely a presentation of ideas. These will then be adapted into 

resolutions, as described below.  

2. Resolutions: A resolution requires only one sponsor, though it may have more. The 

number of required signatories is up to the discretion of the Chair. A committee member 

need only move to introduce a resolution in order for it to be considered by the entire 

committee. 

Article VI: Voting 

1. Votes may be entered as Yeas, Nays, or Abstentions. 

2. Any delegate who designates themselves as “Present and Voting” during roll call may not 

abstain on any matter.  

3. Votes on non-substantive proposals or procedural matters will be passed by the 

affirmative vote of a simple majority of committee members. Abstentions are allowed on 

non-substantive proposals, but not procedural matters. 

4. Votes on substantive matters will be passed by the affirmative vote of a simple majority 

of committee members. 

5. In all cases, a simple majority constitutes more than half of the Yea and Nay votes. 

 

Remaining Points  

1. Any rules and regulations are subject to change at the discretion of the Chair.  

2. If you have additional questions, please visit the RCMUN Website  

https://rcmun.org/
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RCMUN Prohibited Behaviors  

1. Killing other members of committee or members of the world in which you reside is 

strictly prohibited.  

2. No targeting certain groups through legislation unless as a means of reparations (ex. 

Cannot pass a law that disenfranchises Black voters).   

3. No sexism, homophobia, genderphobia, racism, or other targeted and discriminatory 

behavior.  

4. No drug or alcohol mentions in committee.  

5. No swearing or use of other foul language at any time in committee whether it be during 

formal or informal debate and in papers or notes.  
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Letter From Your Dias 

 Hello everyone and welcome to Faith Trust and Pixie Dust: Disney Board of Executives 

1998! My name is Chloe Pottenger, and I will be your chair for RCMUN XII. I am so excited to 

debate the implementation of the creative aspects of the Walt Disney Company including theme 

park development, expansions, and creation of several multimedia projects during the end of the 

Disney Renaissance.  

 Firstly, let me introduce myself and my wonderful staffers! I am a second-year student at 

Michigan State University double majoring in Comparative Cultures and Politics and Japanese. 

Last year for RCMUN XI, I was a junior staffer in the Gutted Greenery committee, and I 

participated in both RCMUN and MSUMUN when I was a student. This year I am also an 

Assistant Vice President of Financial Operations of the MSU International Relations 

Organization and the President of the MSU Knitting Circle. I am a self-proclaimed Disney adult 

that grew up on cheesy Disney movies. I have been to Disney more times than I can count and 

am excited to expel my useless Disney knowledge with all of you! This year I am joined by three 

magical junior staffers: Alex, Conde, and Kate! 

Hi! I’m Alex Boesch, and I’m a freshman at MSU studying at James Madison College. 

I’m from Macomb, Michigan, and I like taking walks through the woods, playing video games, 

and listening to indie music in my free time. This is my first RCMUN, but I was a MUN kid in 

high school, so I wish you all luck!  

Hey there delegates! I’m Conde and I’m from Shelby Township, MI.  I am a first-year 

student at MSU who is still undecided on their major but leaning towards International 

Relations. This will be my first RCMUN committee as well as first time participating in a Model 

UN committee in general, so I am super excited to share this experience with you all! I have 
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loved Disney all my life, so let’s be sure not to sink this business! If you have any questions or 

concerns, we are here to help you. Overall, please relax and have fun! 

Hi! I’m Kate, a first-year student at MSU, majoring in international relations. Outside of 

RCMUN, I am also in the International Relations Organization and the Chinese American 

Student Coalition at MSU. I participated in MUN throughout high school, but this is my first 

experience with RCMUN. Like many other kids, I grew up watching Disney and am very excited 

to see what happens in this committee! 

As a reminder, this committee, while considered a specialized committee, has some 

aspects of a crisis committee. I highly recommend that you read the special procedures part of 

the background guide to understand the hybrid crisis set-up of this committee. If you have any 

questions while researching, please feel free to reach out to us. Please send position papers to 

specialized2@msumun.org. 

We are looking forward to seeing y’all real soon on RCMUN weekend! 

- Chloe, Alex, Conde, & Kate 

  

mailto:specialized2@msumun.org
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Letter From Walt Disney 

Prediction of Entertainment in the World 50 Years from Now 

Written by Walt Disney October 9, 19561 

 

“Greetings from the city of Los Angeles, U.S.A. and the long-vanished days of 1956! We have 

been asked to surmise, for this occasion, what may be the state of entertainment arts industries in 

the world [in the future]. 

 

“It has been difficult enough to predict the course of public diversion, especially the fortune of 

motions pictures, television and place called Disneyland in which we have been engaged, even a 

few years ahead, let alone half a century in the future. This would be a feat for another Jules 

Verne, an Einstein, an atomic wizard, or a space engineer: I have no powers of seership! 

 

“But one thing, I’m sure. People will need and demand amusement, refreshment, and pleasant 

relaxation from daily tasks and frets as much in your day as they have in ours and in all the 

generations of mankind into the remote past. What the exact nature and implementation of these 

mass entertainments may be doesn’t make much difference it seems to me.  

 

“Humanity, as history informs us, changes very slowly in character and basic interests. People 

need play much as they need toil. They never cease to be fascinated by their own powers and 

passions, their base or noble emotions, their faiths and struggles and triumphs against handicap - 

all things that make them laugh and weep and comfort one another in love and sacrifice out of 

the deeps of their being.  

 

“Millions of people in massive assemblies around the world may now be viewing the same 

staged or natural event, scanned by some incredibly potent scope, in the same amount of time. 

They may even be viewing presently obscured vistas on neighboring planets as one might look at 

neighbors across our Los Angeles streets.  

 

“Omniscience will have drawn closer to futile senses and perceptions, for our entertainment as 

for our livelihood - yours, I should say, who will read this in your [future]. 

 

“... In the basic human elements… the showmen of your new day I am sure will still recognize 

and understand the entertainment makers of our vanished time.” 

 

 -Walt Disney 

 
1 Jim Korkis November 30, Jim Korkis November 23, and Jim Korkis November 16, “Walt Disney Predicts the 

Future of Entertainment,” MousePlanet, accessed December 2, 2022, 

https://www.mouseplanet.com/11752/Walt_Disney_Predicts_the_Future_of_Entertainment. 
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General Overview 

Introduction to the Era  

 The Walt Disney Company during the Disney Renaissance, the period between 1989 and 

1999, is marked by a few key moments: the economic failure of the Euro Disney theme park in 

Paris, France, and the acquisition of the ABC Company. 

The Failure of the Disneyland Paris theme park came at the beginning of the Disney 

Renaissance. The Walt Disney Company already had a wonderful track record when it came to 

theme park creation. However, there were a few challenges that impacted the success of the Paris 

theme park due to American-France cultural differences, leading to the company incurring 

billions of dollars in debt.2 This, in turn, impacted the success of the Walt Disney Company, and 

caused the Executive board to readjust their business strategies, abandoning some of their future 

projects due to feasibility and lack of funding, such as WestCOT.3 The rest of the Disney 

Renaissance was dedicated to compensating for this massive failure.  

 However, the acquisition of the ABC Network and ESPN in 1995 was a 19-billion-dollar 

investment, one of the largest mergers ever reported. It allowed Disney to have licenses to ABC 

and ESPN media as well as more cable TV media distribution through the multiple networks that 

ABC Network owned.4 This allowed the Walt Disney Company to explore new opportunities in 

 
2 Abey Francis, “Case Study: Euro Disney Failure - Failed Americanism?,” MBA Knowledge Base, December 21, 

2017, https://www.mbaknol.com/management-case-studies/case-study-euro-disney-failure-failed-americanism/. 

 
3 Mr. Milo, “The Tragic Story of Westcot, Disneyland's Epcot,” Pirates & Princesses, June 9, 2021, 

https://www.piratesandprincesses.net/the-tragic-story-of-westcot-disneylands-epcot/. 

 
4 Antoine Gara, “Disney's 1995 Deal for ABC Made Buffett Billions by Marrying Mickey Mouse with 

SportsCenter,” Forbes (Forbes Magazine, May 23, 2017), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/antoinegara/2017/05/23/disneys-1995-deal-for-abc-made-buffett-billions-by-

marrying-mickey-mouse-with-espn/?sh=434f40457ffd. 

https://www.mbaknol.com/management-case-studies/case-study-euro-disney-failure-failed-americanism/
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broadcast television and drove success in the company throughout the end of the Disney 

Renaissance. 

Company Logistics 

 The Walt Disney Company is broken up into 4 divisions: Parks and Resorts, Studio 

Entertainment, Consumer Products/ Media, and Media Networks. The structure of these 

divisions is shown in the flowchart below:  
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 The Walt Disney Company recognizes that attention must be paid to all branches of the 

company in order to strengthen the company as a whole. This includes the new businesses that 

the Walt Disney Company has acquired like the ABC group, ESPN, and Miramax. These 

branches do cross over in some respects and build of each other, so during committee, delegates 

should be able to contribute to the discussion no matter what the committee focus. 

Delegate Resources 

Below is a list of resources that the Dias has collected that they believe are helpful in 

order to fully understand the issues and topics brought up throughout the background guide and 

possibly throughout committee. Our committee starts in December 1998. For this reason, 

delegates should assume that the events after December 1998 have not taken place yet and may 

occur during the duration of the committee. When doing your research keep in mind the 

prominent events that occur during 1998 and or 1999 in order to be prepared for committee. For 

this reason, delegates are highly encouraged to look at some of these materials before the start of 

the committee in order to understand the historical background of this committee. Additionally, 

feel free to use the resources that we have provided within the footnotes of this background guide 

for more in depth research.  

● Financial Report for 1998: http://getfilings.com/o0000898430-98-004473.html 

● Defunctland: The Failure of Hong Kong Disneyland: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFE8RlKlLCE&t=2s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://getfilings.com/o0000898430-98-004473.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFE8RlKlLCE&t=2s
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Topic A: Hong Kong Disneyland Agreements 

Hong Kong Historical Context 

 The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of People’s Republic of China was 

established in 1997 after the transfer of power of British colonial rule to Chinese oversight.5 The 

impending Chinese control over the region resulted in a large shift of Hong Kong residents to 

emigrate to other countries outside of Hong Kong.6 This, along with the Chinese reliance 

regarding foreign exchange reserves, were a few of the many reasons that, after the transition of 

power of the region, Hong Kong faced an economic crisis. However, the government assumed 

that increased tourism and internal spending within the region would allow for the economy to 

expand rapidly and to create new jobs. This led to the prospect of a Walt Disney Park in Hong 

Kong, for the benefit of the new economy of Hong Kong.  

Considerations of a New Disneyland Location 

 Within the Walt Disney company in the late 1990s, expansion was considered a viable 

option in order for profitability. Despite the failures of the Euro Disney project earlier in the 

decade, there was a big push in the late 1990s to develop a new international theme park. 

However, in 1998, the location of the new park was not yet decided. 

 There have been rumors of either Hong Kong or Shanghai being viable places to 

establish a new Disney Park and or resort. Additionally, within the Hong Kong region, there are 

some questions towards where the park should be placed. There are currently studies underway 

to see where it is most feasible to build a park on the coast of the Hong Kong region. Currently 

 
5 Edward A. Gargan, “China Resumes Control of Hong Kong, Concluding 156 Years of British Rule,” The New 

York Times (The New York Times, July 1, 1997), https://www.nytimes.com/1997/07/01/world/china-resumes-

control-of-hong-kong-concluding-156-years-of-british-rule.html. 
6 “Summary of Recommendations,” Report of the Task Force on Population Policy, accessed November 22, 2022, 

https://www.info.gov.hk/info/population/eng/index.htm. 
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Penny’s Bay, an area with abandoned shipyards, has been deemed as a plausible area to develop 

a new theme park.7 

Interests of the Walt Disney Company 

 Currently, the Walt Disney company values any international development that they can 

manage. However, the company would like to move away from the mistakes that were made 

during the construction of Euro Disney. They would like to develop in an area that would be as 

interested in working with them as they are with developing. Additionally, they would like to 

develop around an area of people that would appreciate new developments and would benefit 

from receiving additional job opportunities.  

 Another reason that Disney would like to have a physical presence internationally is so 

that their media and entertainment can be advertised to as many audiences around the world as 

possible. Adding a new theme park in one of the largest global markets would increase profits 

within the company. Therefore, reaching out to another country would be beneficial.  

 Disney is looking for a partnership with the government of the Hong Kong region or a 

development firm within Hong Kong so that they do not take on the burden of all the expenses of 

the development project. Additionally, they hope that the Hong Kong government, or a Hong 

Kong development firm, provides a significant investment into the development of the new park. 

Hong Kong Park Benefits 

 The government of Hong Kong believes that there are many short-term and long-term 

benefits that can improve the economic state of the region. Firstly, the addition of a large theme 

 
7 “Northshore Lantau Development Feasibility Study,” Northshore, accessed November 22, 2022, 

https://www.epd.gov.hk/eia/register/report/eiareport/eia_0402000/index.html. 
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park of any kind would result in more tourism and more time spent outside of the parks. This 

spending would benefit the economy and increase the success of smaller businesses outside of 

the theme park. There was a shift in the late 1990s towards focusing on tourism to save the Hong 

Kong economy, and with the development of a Disney theme park, Hong Kong would 

successfully create a tourism empire.8 Additionally, the development of a new theme park would 

drastically increase the number of jobs available to residents of Hong Kong, reducing the 

unemployment rate of the region.  

 There was also a general hope that, with the development of a Disney Park within the 

Hong Kong region, other companies would desire to invest in Hong Kong in sectors other than 

tourism. Disney’s possible investment into the Hong Kong would likely result in other western 

companies investing in the Hong Kong Region as well.  

Hong Kong Park Critiques by The Walt Disney Company 

 Despite the interests that the Walt Disney Company had in the Hong Kong region, there 

were some concerns that the company needs to consider. Firstly, while the Walt Disney 

Company is not a political entity, it aligns itself with the diplomacy efforts of the United States. 

Therefore, concerns that the newly adopted region of China would not be politically favorable 

due to China's communist practices.9 There was also a focus on the tense relationship between 

the United States and China that strains the ability to negotiate a possible new theme park.  

 
8 Mark Landler, “Hong Kong and Disney to Keep Discussing a Theme Park,” The New York Times (The New York 

Times, July 2, 1999), https://www.nytimes.com/1999/07/02/business/international-business-hong-kong-and-disney-

to-keep-discussing-a-theme-park.html. 
9 Landler, Mark. “After Protracted Talks, a Disneyland Will Rise in Hong Kong.” The New York Times. The New 

York Times, November 1, 1999. https://www.nytimes.com/1999/11/01/business/media-after-protracted-talks-a-

disneyland-will-rise-in-hong-kong.html.  
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 Additionally, there are concerns that the Walt Disney Company may be attempting to 

expand into too many industries. Currently, the Walt Disney company is building three 

additional theme parks: Disney’s California Adventure, Disneyland Paris Studios, and Tokyo 

Disney Sea.10 These parks, along with the large investment in a new Disney Cruise line, has put a 

strain on the budget of the Walt Disney Company, making executives more reluctant to start a 

new project.  

 Lastly, there are concerns that there will be negative reception of the park by Hong Kong 

residents, similar to that of the response to the Euro Disney project.11 The Walt Disney Company 

knew that they needed to accommodate local needs before building rather than ignoring public 

opinion and indirectly creating a national scandal like Euro Disney.  

Hong Kong Park Critiques by Hong Kong Officials 

 There are still legitimate concerns that the Hong Kong government has towards 

negotiating with the Walt Disney Company. Firstly, there was a worry that the Walt Disney 

Company would swindle the Hong Kong government into making a financially detrimental deal 

on the park like previous negotiations made in the past.12 It is also important to note that the 

money with which the government will invest in the theme park is most likely coming from 

Hong Kong taxpayers, who would rather see their money go to infrastructure.  

 Additionally, there must be a consideration of how beneficial the Walt Disney Company 

investment in the Hong Kong region will be for citizens. While currently viewed as one of the 

sole opportunities for economic development, Hong Kong negotiators must be realistic in their 

expectations of what resources an additional theme park can bring to the region.  

 
10 Ibid 
11 Ibid 
12 Ibid 
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 Lastly, there must be consideration of the possible environmental impacts that the 

creation of a Disney Park might do to the area. Typically, when building a development on the 

coast of an island, there must be some dredging that takes place in order to settle the land. 

Dredging is the process of removing sediment from the bottom of oceans and collecting it to 

create more land that is above sea level.13 This process is sometimes used to add additional land 

to islands like in the possible case of Hong Kong Disneyland. However, this process might be 

detrimental to the fishing industry in that area, impacting the economy once more.14 

Conclusion 

 The proposition to create a new Disney Park in Hong Kong is important for both sides of 

the agreement. Both sides want to see a financial benefit from the prospective park. However, 

some compromises must be made in order to accommodate both side’s requests and concerns of 

each other. Only through cooperation between the two groups may an agreement be made 

between nation and corporation.  

 

 

 

 

Questions to Consider 

1. How can government and interest groups in Hong Kong ensure that they can work with 

the Walt Disney Company to expand their economy?  

 
13 “What Is Dredging?,” American Oceans, May 31, 2022, https://www.americanoceans.org/facts/what-is-dredging/. 
14 Ibid 

https://www.americanoceans.org/facts/what-is-dredging/
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2. How can the Walt Disney Company develop in another country in order to establish a 

presence in a new market? 

3. How does the Walt Disney company ensure that the development of a theme park in 

Hong Kong does not result in the issues presented in the Euro Disney Project? 

4. How does the Hong Kong government address concerns made by residents of a possible 

new theme park being built? 

5. How does the Walt Disney Company manage the many other development projects that 

they are a part of outside of the Hong Kong region? 
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Character List 

Most of these characters are real people. Charters marked with an asterisk (**) are 

imaginary. I strongly recommend characterization of your assigned character. Please be creative! 

However, there will be no tolerance for any offensive characterizations of any characters. Please 

use common sense.  

 

Hong Kong Representatives 

 

● Mike Rowse: Hong Kong Commissioner of Tourism. He has also been the made the 

Director of the Financial Secretary office since 1997.15 He has been recently tasked to 

represent Hong Kong in the negotiations of a prospective Disneyland Park in the 

administrative zone. His goal is to boost the economy of Hong Kong by promoting 

tourism in the region.  

● Ian K Perkin: Chief Economist of Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. His 

main concern about the economy of Hong Kong is its reliance on the Chinese economy 

which is currently weakening.16 His main hope is that the Hong Kong economy can 

become independent on their own earnings, something a new theme park could resolve.  

● Tung Chee Hwa: Chief Executive of Hong Kong. Throughout his tenure as Chief 

Executive, his authority has been questioned. This is mainly due to the failures that the 

Hong Kong economy has experienced during his time in office.17 He initially supports the 

 
15 “Biography,” Biography | Mike Rowse, accessed December 2, 2022, https://www.rowse.com.hk/en/biography/. 
16Mark Landler, “Crisis Recedes in Hong Kong, with Economy Back in Black,” The New York Times (The New 

York Times, August 28, 1999), https://www.nytimes.com/1999/08/28/business/international-business-crisis-recedes-

in-hong-kong-with-economy-back-in-black.html. 
17“ Deal Not More Interference in Marketplace Says Tsang,” The standard - Hong Kong's first free English 

newspaper, accessed December 2, 2022, 
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idea of having a Disney Park in Hong Kong because of the economic opportunities that it 

may develop.  

● Brian Chau Tak Hay: Hong Kong Secretary for Trade and Industry. His main focus 

within Hong Kong is where the region is receiving its money from. He wants to see Hong 

Kong have an independent economy that is not reliant on the United States or outside 

companies for support.  

● Denise Yue Chung-yee: Secretary for the Treasury of Hong Kong. Her main job is to 

keep Hong Kong from incurring debt. Regarding a new Disney Park in Hong Kong, she 

would like to make sure that the Walt Disney Company is not entirely relying on the 

government of Japan to fund the possible new theme park.  

● Stephan Ip Shue-Kwan: Secretary for Financial Services. He is responsible for the 

economic development of Hong Kong. He wants to make sure that the prospective 

Disney Park is beneficial to the economy. Additionally, he wants to make sure that local, 

small businesses in Hong Kong will not be negatively impacted by a large prominent 

theme park like Disneyland.  

● Nicholas Ng Wing-fui: Secretary for Transport. He is responsible for the implementation 

and logistics of transportation within Hong Kong. He wants to make sure that if there is a 

new Disney theme park in Hong Kong, tourists will be able to get to the park quickly. 

Additionally, he is also concerned with the increase in traffic around the prospective park 

area and how that would increase the well-being of the people that reside around the 

prospective park.  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20080430051459/http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news_detail.asp?pp_cat=&art_id=39

820&sid=&con_type=1&d_str=19991105&sear_year=1999. 
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● Kwong Hon-Sang: Secretary of the Works (Development). They are responsible for the 

environmental protection policy within Hong Kong. They are mainly concerned with the 

possible construction methods that could be used in order to build the prospective Disney 

Park. He mainly is concerned with the possible dredging process that could be used to 

build the park which tends to destroy surrounding sea life.  

● **Yam Hung-Lai: President of the Hong Kong International Theme Parks Limited. 

They are the head of a Hong Kong company that constructs theme parks in the Hong 

Kong area. The development of a new Disney Theme Park would be good business for 

their company, and they are competing to be the main contractor that builds a new theme 

park.  

● **Leng Mou-Chu: President of Sun Hung Kai Properties. Sun Hung Kai is a highly 

successful development and construction company within Hong Kong. They are 

competing with Hong Kong International Theme Parks Limited to be the main 

contractors of the new Disney Theme Park. They want to develop a new theme park in 

Hong Kong because it would add more credibility to their company and add an additional 

profitable project to their portfolio.   

Walt Disney Company Representatives 

 

• Michael D Eisner: President, CEO, and Chairman of the Board of the Walt Disney 

World Company. Eisner collaborated with other Disney executives to devise the “Disney 

Renaissance” in the early 90s focusing on the expansion of Disney Parks and media. 

However, later in the decade, people seem to notice that Eisner seems to have lost the 
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direction of the Walt Disney Company, causing some executives to question his 

leadership.18 

• Roy E Disney: As the Vice Chairman of the Board and the nephew of Walt Disney 

himself, Roy E Disney is a key part of the Board of Executives. Disney during the mid 

1980s created the first “Save Disney campaign” that highlighted the stagnant creativity of 

Disney for the past decade.19 As a result, Disney collaborated with Eisner in the creation 

of the Disney Renaissance. Disney still believes that the Walt Disney Company should 

follow creativity, rather than always focusing on what is best for the company’s budget. 

• Sanford M Litvack: Senior Executive Vice President and Chief of Corporate Operations 

of the Walt Disney Company. Litvack was introduced to the executive board in 1991. He 

continues to ally with Eisner supporting the direction that he will take the Walt Disney 

Company.20 

• Louis M Meisinger: Executive Vice President and General Council at the Walt Disney 

Company. Meisinger practiced law at the Walt Disney company, assisting in the legal 

procedures that the Board of Executives faced in the Walt Disney company. He has 

advised the board with legal advice on copyright law, union law, and business law.21 

• Peter E Murphy: Executive Vice President and Chief Strategic Officer of the Walt 

Disney Company. He was a senior advisor to Michael Eisner and was responsible for the 

 
18 “The Loneliest Man in the Kingdom...” Los Angeles Times. Los Angeles Times, March 26, 1995. 

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1995-03-26-tm-47087-story.html.  

 
19 “War of Words Erupts at Walt Disney.” USA today. Gannett Satellite Information Network. Accessed November 

11, 2022. https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/media/2003-12-01-disney-words_x.htm.  
20 “Renowned Trial Lawyer Sanford Litvack Joins Chaffetz Lindsey.” Chaffetz Lindsey LLP, June 25, 2019. 

https://www.chaffetzlindsey.com/news/renowned-trial-lawyer-sanford-litvack-joins-chaffetz-lindsey/.  

 
21 “General Counsel Louis Meisinger Retires from Disney.” The Walt Disney Company, April 26, 2018. 

https://thewaltdisneycompany.com/general-counsel-louis-meisinger-retires-from-disney/.  
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acquisitions and business relations side of the company. He was responsible for mergers 

and acquisitions, long term planning, and business developments for the goal to make the 

Walt Disney Company a profit.22 

• John F. Cooke: Executive Vice President of Corporate Affairs of the Walt Disney 

Company. Initially joined the company in the 1980s as chairman of the Disney Channel 

he transitioned to Executive Vice President where he oversees Disney’s marketing and 

branding strategy for the Walt Disney Company.23 

• Thomas O Staggs: Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of the Walt 

Disney Company. Staggs has a background of strategic business planning and is mainly 

interested in working with newly acquired companies. Staggs is also still interested in the 

Walt Disney Company acquiring other media companies in the next few years.24 

• Preston Padden: Executive Vice President of Worldwide Government Relations.  

• Padden works solely on the business aspects of Disney and handles all of the company’s 

interactions with the US and foreign governments to ensure Disney’s expansion and 

preservation agendas.25 

• Paul Pressler: The Chairman of Walt Disney Parks and Resorts. His cost cutting 

measures were considered unpopular within the Walt Disney Company due to their 

 
22 “Murphy 2nd Top Executive to Leave Disney in Month.” Los Angeles Times. Los Angeles Times, May 21, 1998. 

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1998-may-21-fi-52071-story.html.  

 
23 “John F. Cooke,” USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy, accessed November 11, 2022, 

https://communicationleadership.usc.edu/john-cooke-2/. 

 

24“Thomas O Staggs: CFO/Senior Executive VP/Chief Accounting Officer at The Walt Disney Company,” Thomas 

Staggs Profile - forbes.com 

25“Preston Padden,” TV News Check, February 9, 2022, https://tvnewscheck.com/article/tag/preston-padden/. 
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tendency to put the financial burden on cast members and individual employees rather 

than the company itself, including washing their own uniforms.26 However, these cost 

cutting efforts have been working and have helped the Walt Disney Resorts from losing 

money along with their decreasing attendance during the end of the decade.  

• Dale Stafford: The Vice President of Operations, Planning, and Development. During 

the end of the Disney Renaissance, Stafford started focusing on efficient ways to improve 

guest experience and increasing the guest traffic in light traffic areas including gift shops 

where increased transactions can take place.27 

• *Bill D Thompson*: The Executive Vice President of Global Marketing of the Walt 

Disney Company. They have been in charge of the communications strategy that the 

company uses in order to advertise new movies, television programs, theme parks, and 

other various aspects of the Walt Disney Company. 

• *Richard Coleson: The Chairman of Walt Disney International. They focus on the 

development of the Walt Disney Company on an international level. They head future 

expansion internationally and oversee the success of Disney international theme parks. 

They also keep track of global reception to Disney media.  

• *Thomas Morrow: The Chairman of Walt Disney Parks and Resorts. They specifically 

focus on the financial success of the Disney Parks around the world internationally, as 

 
26“More Woes for Eisner: Key Exec Takes Gap Job,” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles Times, September 27, 

2002), https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2002-sep-27-fi-disney27-story.html. 

27“Fixing Fastpass: How Disney's Virtual Queue Was Born, Broken, and Could Work Again,” Theme Park Tourist, 

January 18, 2021, https://www.themeparktourist.com/features/20200306/28707/fixing-fastpass-how-disneys-virtual-

queue-was-born-broken-and-could-work?page=3. 
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well as guest satisfaction in each park. Currently they have been focusing on the building 

of the new cruise line fleet.  
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